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1. Let f{z) be a meromorphic function and T(r,f) its Nevanlinna charac-
teristic function. Gross-Yang [4] proposed the following open question:

Suppose that /ΊO) and f2(z) are meromorphic functions, gx(z) and g2{z) are
entire functions and that

l i m -πrτf=° and

r-oo 1 [T, f2)

Then is it true that

lim T(r>fi°8ύ -Q ?

In this paper, firstly, we shall give a negative answer to this question, that is,

THEOREM 1. There are two meromorphic functions f^z), f2{z) and two entire
functions g^z), g2(z) such that

and & T(r,fogl)
T(rfog)

)
)l i m ^ I and &

r-»oo T(r,g2) r-.cc T(r,f2og2)

2. Let f(z) be an entire function and M(r, f) its maximum modulus on
M = r . In our previous paper [5] we discussed the asymptotic behavior of the
ratio logM(r, hog)/\ogM(r, hof)f where h{z), g{z) and f(z) are entire functions.

Now we investigate the asymptotic behavior of the ratio log M(r, go h)
/log M(r, fo h). We shall prove

THEOREM 2. Let g(z) and f{z) be entire functions such that

(on ΐim l Q g M ( > r >g) -Q

for some constant α>l. Then for any non-constant entire function h(z)

log M(r, go h) _ Q

feS logM(r,foh) ^ ϋ
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Clunie [2] found an entire function h(z) such that

(2T) Km" log M{r,h) _ 0 Q
{ZJ) J ϊ ϊ log M(r, expo A) ~°°*
Hence in Theorem 2 we can not replace inferior limit by superior limit. Theo-
rem 2, also, is not valid for α = l . In fact we put g(z)=exp exp zf f(z)=
exp (—z exp (—2)) and h(z)—z3-\-z2. Then we have log M(r, g)—exp r, log M(r, /)
=rexpr, logM(r, ^o/ι)= eχp(r 3+r 2) and log M(r, foh)^(rz+r2) exp (r3+(l/2)r2

+ O(r)) (r-*oo). Hence we obtain

^ g ) = t f jog M(r, go 6) ,
(r,/) r_oo log M(r,/o A)

Next we consider the asmptotic behavior of the ratio lo
log M(r, f2og2)f where f3 and g3 are entire functions. By the same method used
in [5] and in the proof of Theorem 2 we can obtain the following:

THEOREM 3. Let fό(z) and gό{z) (;=1, 2) be non-constant entire functions.

fim log Mr, Λ)
i™ logM(r,/2)

imply

lim( I I ) ίϊ^ M lim ί
r-00 log M(r, f2) r_oo log

or

It is clear from Theorem 4 in [5] and (2.2) that in (II) of Theorem 3 we
can not replace inferior limit by superior limit. Moreover we shall show

THEOREM 4. There are four entire functions fj(z) and gj(z) 0 = 1 , 2) such
that

logM(r,/8)
]T- log M(r, fa

t < — = OO ,

3. Lemmas. In order to prove our theorems we need the following lemmas:

LEMMA 1 ([1, 2]). Let f(z) and h(z) be entire functions. Then

M(r,foh)^M((l+o(ϊ))M(r,h),f) as r-00
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outside a set of r of finite logarithmic measure which depends, as does 0(1), on
h(z).

Combing (2.7) and (2.8) in [5] with Theorem 1 in [3] we obtain the follow-
ing lemmas:

LEMMA 2. For any transcendental meromorphic function f(z), there is an
entire function g(z) such that

l i m N(r, ί/g) N(r, 1/g) N(r,

liS T(r,g) - 1 ' liS N(r,f) -° α n d J™ JV(r,/) -°°
LEMMA 3. For any transcendental entire function f(z), there is an entire

function g(z) such that

4. Proof of Theorem 1. It follows from a slight modification of the proof
of Theorem 5 in [2] that we have a transcendental meromorphic function f2(z),
a transcendental entire function g2(z) and two sequences {Rn}, {Mn} such
that

lim i?n=lim Mn=<x>, T(Rn, f2og2)=Mn(l+o(l)) (n-oo)
Π^-oo 71-*°°

and

Let /Ί(2Γ) be an entire function obtained by Lemma 2 for the given meromorphic
function f2(z). Then we have

f ^ f = 0 and

and consequently

iiE T(r'fί) - i s

?n, f1)=N(Rn, l/Λ)*zN(Rn, Λ)1/2^M re

2(log 2)1/2 (n-oo) .

Hence

and so

5 T(
Therefore, putting gx{z)~zf we obtain Theorem 1.

5. Proof of Theorem 2. It follows from Lemma 1 and (2.1) that there is
a set E of r of finite logarithmic measure and
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p— log M(r, goh) y— log M(M(r, h), g)
ί S logM(r,/o/ι) =™? logM((l+o(l))M(r,Λ),/)

^ logM(M(r,/ι),g) _ 0

| m logM((l/α)Λf(r,λ),/) ~ υ '

Hence we have
r logM(r, go/ι) _ n

™ logM(r,/oA) ~ υ >

which gives Theorem 2.

6. Proof of Theorem 4. Let f2(z) be exp z, g2(z) an entire function satisfy-
ing (2.2) and gλ(z) the entire function obtained by Lemma 3 for the given entire
function g2(z). Then we have

W~ l o g M ^ Λ o i ) — and l o g ( (

and

(6.2, «< ,̂,=1,,<r), j j . ^ ^ - . o and jjg

We denote by Λ(2r) an entire function such that

(6.3) M(r, Λ)=/i(r) and log M(r, Λ)-(logr)2 (r->cχ)).

The existence of A(z) is ensured by Theorem 1 in [3]. (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3)
yield

lim l Q g M ( r ' ^) -Q andllΐ log M(r/) -° a n d
l θ g

log M(r, / t) -
v — ^ logAf(r fΛΓ

It also follows from (6.2) and (6.3) that

M(r, f1ogι)=Ug1(r))=M(M(r9 gl), Λ)
and so

log M(r, /iO^)~(log M(r, gλ))2 (r—>oo).

Hence by (6.2) we have

lim l ogM( r>/i°gi) -co
I S logM(r,^2) -°°

and consequently together with (6.1)

Thus the proof of Theorem 4 is complete.
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